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Mars defies simple comparisons. It is a desert
planet, replete with dune fields and playas; an ice
planet, supporting features interpreted to be glacial
remnants and permafrost; a fluvial planet, showing
signs of recently trickling gullies and ancient lakes
and floods; a volcanic planet, home to the largest
shields in the solar system, hemisphere- spanning
lava plains, massive graben, and complex igneous
mineralogy; and it is a dynamic planet, with scouring winds, episodic ice ages, and an impact record
billions of years in the making. In short, Mars is an
Earth-like planet in that it contains a long history

of complex and interrelated geological processes.
Understanding the geology of Mars requires an
iterative study of spacecraft data and physical
modeling, guided by analysis of terrestrial geological processes. In this talk, we trace several recent
discoveries in the field of Mars geology that have
advanced our knowledge of the Red Planet transforming it from a curious from point of light into a
potentially habitable place.
Joseph S. Levy is a Postdoctoral Fellow at Portland State University Department of Geology.
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All are Welcome! Monday March 15
Social Gathering: 7 pm. General Meeting Begins: 7:30 pm.
Location: OMSI Auditorium
RCA is a member of the
Astronomical League.
http://www.astroleague.org
Last Quarter Moon
March 7
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Hubble Deep Field above courtesy R. Williams (STScI), the Hubble Deep Field Team and NASA.
Moon photos below courtesy David Haworth

New Moon
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First Quarter Moon
March 23

Full Moon
March 29
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RCA MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS

RCA LIBRARY

One of the benefits of RCA
Membership is a reduced rate
subscription to Sky &
Telescope and Astronomy
magazines. The RCA member
rate for Sky & Telescope
Magazine is $32.95 for one
year or $65.95 for two years.
The RCA member rate for Astronomy magazine
is $34 for one year or $60 for two years. For
more information go to the RCA web site index
and click on any of the links for magazines.
Larry Godsey, Treasurer, 503-675-5217, will be
taking renewals and new subscriptions at the
Magazine Table before General Meetings.
Please make checks out to “RCA” and allow two
months for your subscription to be renewed.

The Rose City Astronomers maintains a comprehensive club library
of astronomy related articles,
books, CDs and videos. These
items can be borrowed by members
through checkout at the general
meetings for a period of one month
with renewals available by phone or
e-mail to the club library director,
Jan Keiski.
The RCA library is constantly growing through
many donations and the purchase of new materials. A listing of library materials (PDF format) can
be found at the library web page:
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/library.htm
Jan Keiski <library@rosecityastronomers.org>
503-539-4566
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Stalking Galaxies in Leo with a Classic
Refractor Telescope
By John W. Siple
ARCH SKIES are dominated by the
presence of Leo Major, the Great Lion,
known as the proudest and most regal of the
zodiac signs. For individuals located in the
northern hemisphere, the rising of the Sickle
of Leo is a traditional herald of the coming of
Spring. In Figure 1 we see Alexander
Jamieson’s portrait of the fabled Nemean lion,
a kingly beast that has been the emblem of fire
and heat for many cultures.

M

Scattered throughout Leo Major is a gregarious collection of island universes. The 18th
century French astronomer Charles Messier
studied in detail several of the brighter members through a 3½-inch achromat, calling them
M65, M66, M95, and M96. A late comer to
the list was M105, which was added to his
famous catalog in 1947 at the urging of astronomer H.S. Hogg.
In keeping with the tradition of Charles Messier, a refractor telescope of classic design
(Figure 2) was used to hunt for the constellation’s best and brightest galaxies. This particular optical instrument, containing a high performance 4-inch diameter objective lens with
a 1600mm focal length, was made in Japan by
a relatively small company called Yamamoto
Seisakusyo (trade name SYW).

Figure 1. The constellation Leo Major as shown on plate 17 of Alexander Jamieson’s A
Celestial Atlas, published in London in 1822. The early Egyptians worshipped the starry
lion because the annual flooding of the Nile occurred, in ancient times, when the Sun
crossed into that constellation.

AE-106 D=101mm F=1600mm
AE-105 D=101mm F=1250mm

It had a primary designation of either AE-106
or AE-108, but carried additional markings
depending on the country’s retail outlet. Patrons of the sciences living in Germany during
the 1960s and ’70s could find examples engraved with the name ‘Busch’ (as ET-60),

while customers from Italy and France were
sold instruments marked as ‘Sky Master’
and ‘Jupiter - Perl’, respectively. Other titles
that it often went by are ‘Sport Master’,
‘Palomar’, and ‘Satellite.’
Positioned about 2½ degrees south-southeast
of the 3rd-magnitude star θ in the Lion’s hindquarters is the Leo Triplet, a trio of interacting
galaxies that are easily accessible to small
instruments. Each island universe is viewed at
a different angle of inclination to our line of
sight. Discovered by Pierre Méchain in 1780,
the dominant member of the group is M66, a
beautiful specimen of spiral architecture.

Figure 2. Displayed above is the 4-inch refractor telescope that was used
for making detailed observations of galaxies in Leo Major. The classic
refractor was manufactured in Japan by a company called SYW. In the
United States the sole distributor was R.V.R. Optical Co.
(Continued on page 4)
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Stalking Galaxies (Cont’d from page 3)
M65, pictured at right in Figure 3, is a very
fine, very elongated galaxy with tightly coiled
arms. A slow, concentrated scan with medium
power shows the 9.3-magnitude object, spanning 10' by 3' and oriented nearly north-south,
as an oval mass of light with diffuse margins.
In the 4-inch glass at 123x, hints of irregularities around its edges and tips give the impression of a buried spiral pattern.
Its broader companion M66 is definitely more
noticeable, probably due to an eye-catching
shape and the presence of a 10th-magnitude
star that rests almost on the galaxy’s northwestern edge. At higher powers, M66 favors a
mottled or clumpy appearance. There is a luminous, oval core, and a fainter, oval halo.
Figure 3. The spiral M65 and its neighbor M66, the more face-on system at left (eastsoutheast), are about 0.4 degree apart. Photograph by Sheldon Faworski and Sean
Walker (MASIL).

When thin clouds move in, averted vision may
be needed to search for the much more difficult NGC 3628 located just 36' to the north of
M66. This rift galaxy is about four times
longer than it is wide, measuring 15' by 4' in
angular size. Once spotted, it appears as a dim
and expansive gossamer glow. Embedded
within the halo is a rectangular core with dimensions of about 3' by 0.75'.
NGC 2903, displayed in Figure 4, is a manyarmed spiral galaxy of type SB found south of
λ below the Lion’s jaw. It has a cataloged size
of 13' by 7' and a total visual magnitude of 9.0.
Through the Yamamoto 4-inch refractor at
84x, NGC 2903 appears to the author, in the
words of astronomer Alan MacRobert, “like a
small, oval piece of extragalactic cotton.”
Other accomplished observers have called it
“superb!” and “picturesque.”

Figure 4. Shown above is the galaxy NGC 2903, photographed by
Dietmar Hager from his observatory in Linz, Austria.

Figure 5. M95 (left) courtesy of Jay GaBany, and M96 by the efforts of Adam Block and
GaBany. The galaxy pair is at a distance of 31 million light-years.
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The star fields east of Regulus are rich in galaxies. Lying in this area are the 9th-magnitude
spirals M95 and M96, discovered by Méchain
in 1781. As seen through the telescope at 62x,
M95 is an uneven patch of dim grayness, 7' by
5' in size and possessing a sharp stellar nucleus. Its theta structure on observatory photographs has earned it the nickname the “Golden
Eye galaxy” (see Figure 5).
Like its neighbor to the west, M96 shows only
an uneven, lightly textured disk but with a
silver-gray sheen. Most deep-sky reference
books list it as slightly smaller and brighter
than M95, which agrees quite well with the
view through the SYW brand refractor. Only
48' to the north-northeast is 9.3-magnitude
M105, which makes a good stopping place in
our Leo galaxy hunt. A parting glance at 84x
reveals a tiny, bright nucleus located inside of
a mottled 4.5' by 4.0' halo. NGC 3384, an oval
blur in the same starry field, lies 8' away.
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Sharpen, Steady and Clarify Your View
By Tom Koonce
There are at least three important elements affecting your
telescope that if improved, can make a dramatic improvement
in the views you’ll get this springtime. You’ve probably
heard a lot about the first element – collimation. If you are
using a Newtonian or Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope, accurate optical collimation can make a huge difference in your
views. How much? From personal experience I can tell you
that with an eight inch Schmidt-Cassegrain, it makes the difference between being able to make out the main bands on
Jupiter and being able to see the curly festoons between the
main bands on clear, steady evenings. There are many fine
articles about the proper way to collimate your telescope.
One can be found here, and another example can be found
here, but a Google search will reveal dozens more.
The second element to upgrade is your mount. Nothing can
ruin a great observing night faster than a shaky, unsteady or
oscillating mount. A number of years ago, I recall that a
friend of mine had had custom telescope called a Schiefspiegler built for him. This was not a small telescope (at over
4 feet in length), but the planetary and binary star views
promised to be superb based upon the indoor optical tests. I
went out with him the first night he set it up. We found out
that the slightest breath of wind or slight tap to the side of the
scope would cause oscillations lasting for many, many seconds. This wasn’t only annoying; it nearly made us seasick
and it certainly spoiled the view. I remember that he spent
several hours later trying to beef-up the mount. Ultimately he
sold the telescope because he couldn’t get the mount steady
enough to be both functional and portable. Always go for
‘overkill’ when it comes to your mount.
No astronomer has ever been heard complaining that their
mount was just too steady. A big part of why the great observatories of the world are so expensive to build is because
awesome views require rock steady support of the optics. I’m
always trying to add stability. Little tricks like hanging a
brick from a chain from below the center of your mount’s
tripod will add stability. Isolation pads under the tripod legs
can reduce vibration. Talk to other amateurs at the next event
to hear about other ideas you may try.
The third often neglected element is, of course, your eyepieces. Anything that affects the light path coming from the
object you want to view contributes to the overall quality of
the image your seeing. Spending good money for your telescope but then using cheap eyepieces will result in a disappointing view of the star, galaxy, or planet you want to see.
The most obvious improvement to the sharpness, contrast and
field of view can be obtained by using better eyepieces in the
scope that you already have. Beginners typically will use
whatever eyepiece(s) that came with their telescope, so I’m
addressing the needs of “intermediate” level amateur astronomers with this advice. I recommend the Meade, Celestron,
Pentax and Orion lines of Plossl eyepieces, and strongly rec©Copyright 2010 The Rose City Astronomers. All Rights Reserved.

Photo Used With Permission of Rod Nabholz
www.homebuiltastronomy.com/downbino/EyepieceCase.html
ommend anything made by TeleVue. The best way to shop
for an eyepiece is to go out with other amateurs to a star party
and borrow their eyepieces for a few minutes and check out
the view they produce using your own telescope. Most of the
other folks in the astronomy club will be glad to do this since
that’s likely how they originally decided on what eyepieces to
buy! You may be able to field test two or three “side-byside”. Just remember to treat their eyepieces as if they were
gold and return them right after you’re done with your assessment.
There are trustworthy classified ad sites like those at AstroMart.com and CloudyNights.com that can offer you exceptional deals on top quality eyepieces. With patience and
knowledge of what you want to buy you can build an eyepiece collection of higher-end eyepieces for relatively little
money. If you have used 1 ¼ inch diameter eyepieces for a
while, you may consider adding a 2” eyepiece to your collection. This may require that you upgrade your telescope’s
focuser to accommodate the larger size, but this is the sort of
eyepiece change that will make your jaw drop with the spectacular vistas they show.
By considering any one of these elements you’ll get the
“Wow!” factor back into your viewing when you see the detail that your equipment is really capable of seeing.
Reference websites:
www.astromodel.50megs.com/Collimation.html
www.skyandtelescope.com/howto/diy/3306876.html
www.galacticfool.com/collimate-newtonian-telescope
www.telescopemaking.org/schief.html
www.homebuiltastronomy.com/downbino/EyepieceCase.html
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IN RETROSPECT

Adventures in backyard observing
from rural Linn County
By John W. Siple
iving in a rural environment in
the mid-Willamette Valley can
be a godsend for astronomy.
Nights are relatively dark and free of
significant amounts of light pollution,
plus there is easy access to the amenities
of several bustling metropolitan areas.
Stargazing is supposed to be fun, which
it is, but what comes as a surprise to
many people is that this simple hobby
can quickly turn into a light-hearted and
sometimes perilous adventure.

L

The district in Oregon near Corvallis
where my wife and I live is an anachronism. Groves of white oak trees dot the
countryside, while a sluggish stream,
called Owl Creek, makes its way into a
nearby lake. Home construction in this
part of the Willamette Valley began in
earnest in the late 1960s, when access
was only by dirt roads. Our neighborhood is surrounded by agricultural fields
and Victorian style homes, many with
placards stenciled ‘century farms.’
Since we live next to a large supply of
fresh water, the area is replete with all
types of wildlife. In the hot summer
months, nights are punctuated with the
deep croaking sounds of giant bullfrogs,
while droves of stinging mosquitoes
gather in the heavy air. After midnights
with a waning moon in the sky, owls
communicate, calling to each other from
the tall Douglas Fir trees that line the
front of our property.

Until a few years ago, I regularly used a
custom-made reflector telescope with a
20-inch diameter mirror for most of my
critical observations. An evening’s routine began by getting down on my knees
and grabbing the wheelbarrow handles
attached to the telescope’s bottom,
slowly dragging it inch-by-inch underneath the opened garage door, and finally removing the handles and protective mirror cover.
The house adjacent to ours once had a
loud occupant in the form of a nervous
Boston terrier. Definitely not a lovable
Marley, the dog would hear my shuffling movements and start a high
pitched barking. This annoying canine
serenade would continue for hours, only
ending when the telescope was safely
put away for the night.
On a somewhat milder note were the
infrequent visitations by raccoons. Each
spring season I would receive a polite
growl from a mother raccoon guarding
her babies, who just happened to take
up a temporary residence in our Arborvitae hedge. Their curiosity seemed
boundless, matched only by a natural
willingness to climb and have fun.
Harder to ignore was the intoxicating
scent of skunks. After carefully setting
up the telescope for a night’s planned
activities, a skunk would let out its fragrant odor—this cute four-legged woodland critter just knew when I was getting
ready to observe.
Several times I was greeted by a flapping sound coming from above. A confused bat, in its forage for insects, had
been inadvertently attracted to the telescope. These mammals are known to
judge distances through the generation
of sonic waves, which were bouncing
off the mirror and causing the poor creature to fly in repeated circles.

©Copyright 2010 The Rose City Astronomers. All Rights Reserved.

Above: The author in earlier days poised
next to his 20-inch telescope. Below left:
Curious onlookers common to Owl Creek.
Photo courtesy of Ronald Wittek.

Luckily I was never hit, but one night
the bat crashed into the side of our
house, flying off unharmed except for a
bruised pride. After that incident the
airspace around my Dobsonian telescope was free of winged intruders.
A reminder of more soothing nights
under the stars came by listening to the
quaint sound of Union Pacific’s train
whistle off in the distance or to the cries
of coyotes that inhabit the neighboring
fields of rye grass, clover and hay. All
types of birds heralded the coming of
dawn and an end to a night’s observing
session—the loud squawking of scrub
jays and the chatter from an occasional
robin or goldfinch.
Nights alone with the 20-inch telescope
have been filled with unforgettable
memories, not only of the stars but also
from the diverse wildlife living around
our local area. While perched over the
telescope’s eyepiece and listening to a
rustle in the bushes nearby, I would
often think to myself what new visitor
has come to investigate. Astronomy
from home has turned into a knowledge
seeking and light-hearted adventure.
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Camp Hancock Outing April 9-11, 2010
Bunks in the A-frame bunkhouses are $25 per person
per night.
Meals: Camp Hancock offers breakfast (Saturday and Sunday) and a sack lunch (Saturday only), and dinner (Friday
and Saturday). The meals are served family style and everyone is expected to help with setting up, clearing the tables
and doing dishes. Breakfast is served at 9am Saturday and
Sunday, with fixings put out for making a sack lunch at
10am both days. Dinner will be at 6pm on both Friday and
Saturday, Breakfast at 9am and lunch fixings set out at
10am. There is no food available outside of these times.
Breakfast - 9am - is $5 per person per day (Saturday &
Sunday)
There's still lots of room left at OMSI's Camp Hancock the
Weekend of April 9-11. With hot meals and rustic cabins it
fits the bill for a great outing for on cool Spring weekend.
Dark skies, cabins, real bathrooms, hot showers, good meals
and great friends top off the second outing of the year for
RCA.
Camp Hancock is an OMSI sponsored field station for the
promotion of science education. It is located about 150
miles from Portland and is 2 miles east of the John Day
River in Eastern Oregon in the Clarno Fossil Beds. Camp
Hancock is NOT a resort hotel; it is a rustic kid’s camp with
16 bunkhouses that sleep up to 14 people each in A-frame
buildings. The bunkhouses are one room with bunks, mattresses, limited electricity, and heaters on a 60 minute timer.
You will be sharing the bunkhouses with others in our
group, but it's never crowded and we usually average less
than 3 people per cabin.

Sack Lunch - 10am - is $4 per person (Saturday only)
Dinner - 6pm - is $6 per person per day (Friday & Saturday)
Registration: Mail-in registration and payment deadline for
the April outing is April 2. We will be taking registrations at
the March 15th meeting, or you can mail in your registration
before then. Everything must be paid for with your registration.
More Information: There is more information on the web,
including an order form you can fill out on-screen. The information, including pictures, downloadable Camp Hancock
information, Clarno Fossil Bed information, driving maps
and instructions, etc. will also be found on the RCA website.

PLEASE NOTE: We have been asked again not to enter
There are electrical outlets on both Astronomy Hill and the camping area until after 3pm, because there is a school
Ridge for those who need power for their scopes, ccds and group that will be leaving shortly before we arrive.
computers. Plus, wireless internet service is also available at
Hancock. We do expect to get permission again to use the
"Dob Valley" which will increase our capacity.
Lodging: The bunkhouses are not reserved, except by prior
arrangement for medical necessity. Bring your own warm
sleeping bag (it will be cold at night) and whatever else you
need, especially warm clothes. One of the bunkhouses will
be set aside as a “ladies only” bunkhouse. The remaining
bunkhouses are shared. There is a limited area for Tents,
RVs and trailers. We’ve been usually able to provide limited
electricity to most of the RVs and trailers, but bring your
own power cord, and be prepared to be self sufficient in case
there is not enough power available.
RVs, Trailers and Tents are $20 per person per night.
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BOARD MEETING MINUTES

help to identify items which are not selling, and hot items to
be reordered in a timely manner. Wants to know if ok to
firesale items not selling – this is ok. Also looking at requests from members $487 December sales. Email from
somebody in Mass – looking for older publications that we
have for sale. Clarified that it was ok to sell outside of the
club. Probably not ok to sell on ebay due to hassle factor.
Larry Godsey will be setting up credit card for sales purposes – temporary card which is pre-paid for specific orders.

January 4, 2010
OMSI Classroom 1
Duncan Kitchin
Board Members Present
Ken Hose (VP Membership)
Dawn Willard (VP Community Affairs)
Larry Godsey (Treasurer, Webmaster, Magazine Sales)
Duncan Kitchin (Secretary)
Larry Froberg (Sales Director)
Howard Knytych (New Member Advisor)
Dale Fenske (ALCOR, Historian)
Jan Keiski (Library Director, OMSI Liason)
David Nemo (Observing Site Director)
Scott Kindt (Special Interest Groups Director)
Jeannie London (RCA Youth Director)
Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 7pm by David Nemo and,
there being 11 of board members present, the quorum requirement of 10 was declared to be met.
Directors’ Reports

•

Treasurer’s Report – Larry Godsey: balance and P&L sheet
prepared. Everybody under budget except telescope library,
which is close. Renewed CD today. Rates are terrible right
now.

•

VP Programming – Matt Brewster: Report from Jan Keiski.
The meeting this month will be with our sister club, GAMA
in Mendosa, joining us on the big screen in the OMSI auditorium.

•

VP Observing – Matt Vartanian: Calendar has been prepared & distributed. Comment that only 2 evening events
scheduled so far. Proposed action item to investigate additional RCA evening events.

•

VP Community Affairs – Dawn Willard: 2 people wanting
star parties in February or March, but no contact details
available. Jim Todd has request for March star party also.
New request for March 11th, but clashes with other events
which may limit volunteer availability.

•

Book Library – Jan Keiski: Nominal.

•

Telescope Library – Greg Rohde: Not present.

•

IDA – Dawn Nilson: Not present.

•

Magazine Subscriptions – Larry Godsey: Nominal.

•

Webmaster – Larry Godsey: Nominal.

•

Site Committee – David Nemo: Nothing to report.

•

Youth Director: Jean London: Making progress on the star
puppies certificates with several of the youth membership.
Introduced ‘wheel of fortune’ proposed for youth games,
assisting in constellation identification etc.

•

SIGs – Scott Kindt: Nominal. Ken wanted to suggest better
advertising of science SIGs. There have been a number of
great presentations recently and it is felt that they may be of
interest to a wider audience than currently attending. Dale
suggests a shorter presentation at the general meetings as an
introduction. Scott would also be prepared to add a 5 minute or so talk to the general meetings.

•

Alcor – Dale Fenske: Need membership for Reflector in
March. Astronomical league wants to know whether the
payment is correct given our much increased membership.
Reflector was right before cutoff point, when our membership was 340, rather than the 300 that we reported. Propose
different method of averaging and reporting membership,
rather than reporting membership in November. Possibly
purge membership list earlier than September, to make the
list more accurate. 3 awards to be presented at the next general meeting.

•

OMSI –Jan Keiski: February meeting in planetarium.

•

Sister Club update – Jan Keiski: Visit from astronomer
from Kitt Peak. Travelling to La Silla Chile in January 16th
(weekend before meeting). Membership geared up for January joint meeting.

•

Media Director – Diana Fredlund: Wants to know about
sending out a media release about the next meeting.

•

VP Membership – Ken Hose: 5 new members in the last
month, $197 from 5 renewals. Big spike in membership in
October & November; may be due to outreach activities. 20
– 30% of new membership in those two months. 115 or so
new members in the last year – approximately 1/3 which is
higher than typical 20%. Membership now up considerably.
Payments increasingly via Paypal.

•

Make an arm for the mirror-making machine – Greg Rohde.
Not present.

•

•

New Member Advisor – Howard Knytych: Howard will be
putting together a presentation about winter observing for
the next month or two.

Create Mirror Making Machine usage instructions after it is
operational – David Nemo / Greg Rohde. Not present.

•

Update about Stub Stewart parking bumpers tape project Greg Rohde Not present.

•

Sales – Larry Froberg: Larry transitioning into sales role.
New assistant volunteered, hopes to get one more. Has created spreadsheet with inventory & sales reports. This will

©Copyright 2010 The Rose City Astronomers. All Rights Reserved.

Old Business

(Continued on page 9)
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Board Minutes
•

(Continued from page 8)

Submit an article for the website on the refurbished 12.5”
library scope – Margaret Campbell. Not present – David
will send email to inquire.

•

Update on proposal for “Think out loud” radio show –
Diana Fredlund / Margaret Campbell. Not present.

•

Update on Minor Catalogs Project – Margaret Campbell.
Not present.

•

Send the name of the Hillsboro Commissioner who might
want to be on the Think Out Loud program to Diana Fredlund - Greg Rohde. Not present.

•

Article in newsletter for 2009 RCA activities / accomplishments – Sameer Ruiwale. Not present.

•

Update on Dark Skies Symposium – Dawn Nilson . Not
present.

•

Formulate a club policy on Forum etiquette to review Larry Godsey / David Nemo. David has written a draft proposal as previously discussed, circulated for comment.
David will post under new member instructions. Larry
Godsey comments that reinstatement should be at the discretion of the administrator, and not require board approval.
Suggested that there be a temporary ban/reinstatement
without board intervention. After discussion, last sentence
to be deleted, leaving in the discretion of the administrators
to deal with the specifics of sanctions.

ASTROPHYSICS / COSMOLOGY SIG
Date/Time: Wednesday, March 17th, 2010 , 7 PM.
Topic: “Relativity and Geometry”
Presented by: To Be Announced
Place: Linus Pauling Complex,
3945 S.E. Hawthorne St., Portland.
Email: cosmology-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm

New Business

•

RCA 2010 Star Party Schedule review – Matt Vartanian.
Already passed out, some feedback received about schedules for evening observing.

•

Proposal on adding imaging equipment to Telescope Library – Matt Brewster. Not present. Move this to old business.

•

2010 Goals for RCA – feedback / suggestions from all
board members. Listed so far:

♦

Astronomy Day at two locations in the Portland
metro area

♦

Starlight Parade – continued participation. Margaret will be heading up the committee for this.

♦

Increase our media presence and visibility

♦

Create RCA calendar. Need to start thinking now
about pictures for calendar.

Astro-Imaging Special Interest Group
The “AI-SIG” is about advancing the skills of beginner, intermediate and advanced astro-imagers. We rely on the skills of
our members to bring each other along as we image the beautiful night sky and its many wonders. Whether you use a
CCD, DSLR, point-and-shoot or film camera, members of
this group can help you achieve better images with less effort
and frustrations. Please join us as we learn together to produce “stellar” images!
Next Meeting: Monday, March 8th, 2009, 6:30pm
Beaverton Resource Center
Small Community Room
12500 SW Allen Blvd
Beaverton

Science Special Interest Group (SCI-SIG)

Telescope Workshop
When: Saturday, March 27, 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Place: Technical Marine Service, Inc.
6040 N. Cutter Circle on Swan Island
For more information contact:
Director: John DeLacy johncdelacy@comcast.net
Assistant: Don Peckham don@dbpeckham.com

Next meetings are March 27th at 3pm. Following the Telescope Workshop at Technical Marine Services.
This group is for people who would like to advance their
skills in astronomy beyond casual observing. Various projects
that some group members are involved in include; variable
and double star observing, occultations, photometry and astrometry. A science background is not required, however a
curious mind does help.
Location:

Technical Marine Service, Inc
6040 N. Cutter Circle on Swan Island

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/science.htm
Tom Nathe sigs@rosecityastronomers.org
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Flipping the Lights on Cosmic Darkness
Exploring the universe is a bit like groping around a dark room. Aside from the
occasional pinprick of starlight, most
objects lurk in pitch darkness. But with
the recent launch of the largest-ever infrared space telescope, it's like someone
walked into the room and flipped on the
lights.

emit visible light, but they do shine at
much longer infrared wavelengths. And
Herschel can observe much longer infrared wavelengths than any space telescope before (up to 672 microns).
Herschel also has 16 times the collecting
area, and hence 16 times better resolution, than previous infrared space telescopes. That lets it resolve details with
Suddenly, those dark spaces between unprecedented clarity. Together, these
stars don’t appear quite so empty. Re- abilities open a new window onto the
flected in the Herschel Space Observa- universe.
tory's 3.5-meter primary mirror, astronomers can now see colder, darker celestial ”The sky looks much more crowded
objects than ever before—from the faint when you look in infrared wavelengths,”
outer arms of distant galaxies to the says George Helou, director of the
stealthy “dark asteroids” of our own so- NASA Herschel Science Center at Caltech. “We can't observe the infrared unilar system.
verse from the ground because our atMany celestial objects are too cold to mosphere blocks infrared light, and

emits infrared itself. Once you get above
the atmosphere, all of this goes away and
suddenly you can look without obstruction.”
Herschel launched in May from the
Guiana Space Centre in French Guiana
aboard a European Space Agency Ariane
5 rocket. Since then, it has expanded the
number of distant galaxies observed at
far infrared wavelengths from a few hundred to more than 28,000. And with the
instrument testing and system check-out
phases finally completed, the discoveries
are only now beginning.
Beyond simply imaging these dark objects, Herschel can identify the presence
of chemicals such as carbon monoxide
and water based on their spectral fingerprints. “We will be able to decipher the
chemistry of what's going on during the
beginnings of star formation, in the discs
of dust and gas that form planets, and in
the lingering aftermath of stellar explosions,” Helou says.
And those are just the expected things.
Who knows what unexpected discoveries
may come from “flipping on the lights?”
Helou says “we can't wait to find out.”
Herschel is a European Space Agency
mission, with science instruments provided by a consortium of European-led
institutes and with important participation by NASA. See the ESA Herschel
site at http://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/
area/index.cfm?fareaid=16. Also, see the
NASA sites at http:herschel.jpl.nasa.gov,
http:www.herschel.caltech.edu, and
http:www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/
herschel. Kids can learn about infrared
light by browsing through the Infrared
Photo Album at The Space Place,
http:spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/kids/sirtf1/
sirtf_action.shtml.

This article was provided courtesy of the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under a contract
with the National Aeronautics and Space
The Herschel Space Observatory has 3.5-meter primary mirror, allowing astrono- Administration.
mers to see colder, darker celestial objects than ever before.
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M a r c h 2 010
Sun

Mon
1

Tue
2

Wed

Thu

3

4

5

Board Meeting
OMSI
Classroom 1 7pm

7

8

9

15

10

16

General Meeting
OMSI Auditorium
7pm

21

22

Sat
6

Downtowners
Luncheon
Kell’s 12pm

11

12

13

Star Parties
Kah-Nee-Ta
& Maupin

Star Parties
Kah-Nee-Ta
& Maupin

18

19

20

25

26

27 Telescope

Astro Imaging SIG
Beaverton Resource
Center 6:30pm

14

Fri

17
Cosmology SIG
Linus Pauling Cntr
7pm

23

24

Workshop 10-3,
Science Sig 3pm
Swan Island

28

29

31

April 2010
April 2

Friday

Downtowner’s Luncheon

Kell’s

Noon

April 5

Monday

RCA Board Meeting

OMSI Classroom 1

7pm

April 9-10

Fri-Sat

Star Party

Camp Hancock

April 12

Monday

Astro Imaging SIG

Beaverton Public Library

April 16-17

Fri-Sat

Star Party

Maupin

April 19

Monday

General Meeting

OMSI Auditorium

7pm

April 21

Wednesday

Cosmology SIG

Linus Pauling Complex

7pm

April 24

Saturday

OMSI Star Parties

Stub Stewart State Park. & Rooster Rock

May 1

Saturday

Telescope Workshop

Swan Island

10am-3pm

May 1

Saturday

Science SIG

Swan Island

3pm

6:30pm

The RCA General Meeting falls on the third Monday of each month. We usually meet in the Auditorium at OMSI, next to the Murdock Planetarium.
Occasionally the meeting is held in Murdock Planetarium. Check here each month for details, or look us up at the RCA web site (http://
www.rosecityastronomers.org).

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org

Rose City Astronomers
Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
1945 SE Water Avenue

